The flat-spectrum radio quasar PKS 2052−47 experienced an optical flare in July−August, 2009. On August 9, the LAT detector onboard Fermi observed a flare from the source, which reached its active phase in the following two months. To further investigate the physics and emission mechanisms during the flaring state of this source, we arranged a multiwavelength campaign from radio to gamma-ray to study its spectral energy distribution (SED) and its brightness variations across the spectrum. Here we present the first results of this multiwavelength campaign.
Introduction
PKS 2052−47 is a flat-spectrum radio quasar with a redshift of 1.489 [1] . Earlier Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) and Chandra X-ray observations showed that the source has a two-sided jet at kiloparsec scales in the radio band, with no extended emission in X-rays [2] . Very Large Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) observations by TANAMI 1 (Tracking Active Galactic Nuclei with Austral Milliarcsecond Interferometry, see [3] [4] [5] ) show that the parsec-scale structure is very compact, with a high brightness-temperature core of 2 × 10 12 K and a size of (0.3 × 0.1) mas at 8.4 GHz. At 22 GHz the source is unresolved with a restoring beam of (1.9 × 1.3) mas. At 8.4 GHz, a very faint jet to the west is seen (see Figure 1 ).
From July 2009, the Automatic Telescope for Optical Monitoring (ATOM) team reported a steady increase of flux density from PKS 2052-47, which reached its high state and flared in the optical band in August [6] . Right after this, the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) observed a gamma-ray flare from this source [7] . To understand the physics at work and emission mechanisms during its flaring state, we arranged a multi-wavelength campaign from radio to gamma-ray in early September 2009 in order to follow its active phase. * The F-GAMMA team (in alphabetical order): E. Angelakis, L. Fuhrmann 
Multiwavelength observations
The multiwavelength campaign of PKS 2052−47 was arranged simultaneously with the scheduled southern VLBI observations of TANAMI during early September 2009. The observation log is reported in Table I . The participating facilities include: Ceduna-Hobart Interferometer (CHI), the large APEX bolometer camera (LABOCA) [8] at the Atacama Pathfinder EXperiment (APEX, in the framework of the F-GAMMA project, see [9] ), the UltraViolet/Optical Telescope (UVOT) and X-Ray Telescope (XRT) onboard Swift, and the Fermi Large Area Telescope. The Swift target-of-opportunity observations covered five days centered at the date of the TANAMI observations, and the exposure time for each observation was between 1500 and 2500 seconds.
Preliminary results
As of December 2009, the data collected include: Swift, Fermi LAT, and APEX preliminary results (see Table I ). The preliminary APEX flux density presented here was provided by the F-GAMMA team, and the final data calibration is in process. The TANAMI and CHI simultaneous datasets will be correlated shortly. To illustrate the radio morphology at parsec-scales, we show two TANAMI VLBI images of PKS 2052−47 obtained in February 2008 at 8 and 22 GHz (Ojha et al., submitted to A&A, and Kadler et al. in preparation) in Figure 1 . Notice that the image resolution of the 8 GHz map is higher than that at 22 GHz, due to the inclusion of a telescope in Chile, equipped only with a receiver at 8 GHz, providing longer baselines to better resolve the source.
eConf C091122 We show a Swift /XRT spectrum in the 0.3−6 keV energy range with 2.5 ks integration in Figure 2 , taken on September 6, 2009. We used XSPEC version 12.5 to fit an absorbed power-law to the spectrum with a fixed Galactic neutral hydrogen column density of 2.79×10 20 cm −2 [10] , and obtained a photon index of 1.53 ± 0.11. The value of the Cash statistic after fitting is 21.2 with 20 degrees of freedom. The photon statistics above 6 keV were not sufficient to obtain spectral data.
We show a weekly-binned Fermi LAT light curve (100 MeV−100 GeV) from August 2008 to July 2009 in Figure 3 , which is the first 11-month of the mission. We used Fermi Science Tools version v9r10 and instrumental response functions (IRFs) version P6 V3 DIFFUSE to analyze LAT data. From Figure 3 , we could see that there is a gradual rise in the flux density with time, especially when time approached to July 2009.
We present a preliminary broadband SED of PKS 2052−47 from radio to gamma-ray in Figure 4 . As shown in Figure 4 , the synchrotron self-Compton (SSC) peak appears to be higher than the synchrotron emission peak in our result. This is consistent with the results of [11] , which was based on the historical data. To further understand the physical processes involved in the active phase of PKS 2052−47, SED modeling is needed. The results of this will be presented elsewhere.
Outlook
The multiwavelength campaign of PKS 2052−47 provides an opportunity to investigate the emission mechanisms and physical processes involved in this radio quasar during its flaring state. When all datasets will be collected, we will be able to compare the VLBI parsec-scale images at 8 GHz and 22 GHz with the results from the other wavelengths, especially that of high energies, to probe the source of high-energy emission. Also, the varying broadband SED modeling will be necessary to understand the source in its active phase. eConf C091122
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